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Abstract16

Digital cameras on the surface are frequently used for monitoring atmospheric conditions.17

Several methods were developed to use the images for synoptic observations, cloud as-18

sessments, short term forecasting and so on. However, there are some restrictions not19

considered by these methods, especially when a linear camera is used to observe loga-20

rithmic ranges of atmospheric luminance. Cameras accommodate the scene to a linear21

scale causing distortions on pattern distributions by pixel value saturation (PVS) and22

drifts from its original hues. This brings on some simplifying practices commonly found23

in the literature to overcome these problems. But those practices result in loss of data,24

misinterpretation of valid pixels and restriction on the use of computer vision algorithms.25

The present work begins by illustrating these problems performing supervised learning26

for two reasons: all observation systems seek out automation of human synoptic obser-27

vation in order to provide a sound mathematical modeling of the observed patterns. A28

new modeling paradigm is proposed to map the sky patterns to represent the existent29

physical atmospheric phenomena not considered by the literature. We validate the pro-30

posed method, and compared the results using 1630 images against two well-established31

methods. A hypothesis test showed that results are compatible with currently used bi-32

nary approach with advantages. Differences were due to PVS and other restrictions not33

considered by the methods existent on literature. Finally, the present work concludes34

that the new paradigm presents more meaningful results of sky patterns interpretation,35

allows extended daylight observation periods and uses a higher dimensional space.36

1 Introduction37

The observation of current atmospheric conditions from the surface is an impor-38

tant feature to be monitored, especially in order to assess cloud coverage, amount and39

category. These parameters are especially important in the climate research area (Kasten40

& Czeplak, 1980), (Marty & Philipona, 2000), (Bojanowski et al., 2013), atmospheric41

physical models (Harrison et al., 2008), (Nardino & Georgiadis, 2003), (Yamanouchi &42

Charlock, 1993), (Cess et al., 1995) and validation of satellite-based resources (Martins43

et al., 2007), (Martins et al., 2003). Clouds are also a major source of uncertainty in the44

assessment of solar energy (Hu & Stamnes, 2000). In particular, a considerable effort has45

been spent on computer-based methods able to assess nowcasting conditions.46

Synoptic observation (SO) is one activity always present on monitoring stations.47

SO evaluation of clouds is usually performed by humans and is highly subjective and vari-48

able (WMO, 2008, chap. 15). For these reasons, several research groups have been aim-49

ing at replacing a highly human-dependent activity through cameras and computer-based50

methods. The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) calls continuous sky moni-51

toring equipment Synoptic Observation Systems (SOS) (WMO, 2008). SOSs usually em-52

ploy all-sky digital cameras, algorithms, and methods for continuous monitoring (Bradley53

et al., 2010). Several commercial types of equipment are being used for this purpose at54

considerable costs, such as: Total Sky Imager-(TSI)55

(http://www.yesinc.com/products/data/tsi880/index.html), Whole Sky Imager-(WSI)56

(http://www.arm.gov/instruments/wsi, MOONGLOW57

(http://www.allskycam.com/index.php) and so on. Some research groups are trying to58

find more affordable equipment and better surface image-based methods for cloud de-59

tection.60

Surface based sky pattern analysis, however, has been restricted when automated61

systems are used to reproduce the human qualitative analysis of the environment. It is62

important to evaluate what could actually be classified with present methods due to sys-63

tem limitations.64

When focusing on cloud detection and quantification, the most common outcome65

expected from automated image analysis approaches found in the literature is the clas-66
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sification of image into cloud or sky patterns. This kind of pixel value-based classifier67

that classifies pixel values in either one or other category by thresholding is a dichotomizer68

as shown by (Duda et al., 2001, sec.2.4.2). Authors noticed by observation the presence69

of more than two patterns present on color space representing other physical phenom-70

ena (i.e. red, yellow, etc) that are not cloud and sky patterns (white and blue) (S. Man-71

telli, 2001; Naylor, 2002). These additional phenomena are misclassified by dichotomous72

non-hierarchical methods. This moved the authors to find a more adequate approach to73

deal with systemic technological restrictions.74

The present work focuses on cloud detection and quantification. If no proper cloud75

detection method is used, there is no meaning going on more complex cloud classifica-76

tion. The objective will be on the evaluation of computer-based methods using cameras77

to quantify the clouds like: computer vision, digital image processing and machine learn-78

ing (ML) algorithms. An extended analysis using additional sensors and methods for cloud79

assessments could be observed on the review made by Tapakis and Charalambides (2013).80

In our approach the sky observation will be replaced by a computational model cen-81

tered on a new hierarchical color similarity measure that matches SOS’s functions. We82

propose tackling the problem of developing a more reliable SOS through a broader and83

more systemic analysis, considering not only the computer algorithms to quantify the84

clouds, but also the monitoring sensor, its capabilities to observe the environment, and85

its possible outcomes.86

2 Objectives87

The objectives of this work are88

• to evaluate present surface camera-based methods for the quantification of clouds89

that employ computer vision and related approaches for digital image processing,90

and cloud coverage analysis and91

• to propose a new hierarchical partially non-isotropic color space model that over-92

comes some of the shortcomings of those models.93

In this context, our paper offers two main contributions:94

• we demonstrate the existence of patterns representing physical phenomena reg-95

istered by surface cameras by performing an exploratory data analysis (EDA) on96

customized color spaces based upon pattern occurrences;97

• we propose a novel hierarchical image analysis method to characterize these pat-98

terns that takes into consideration atmospheric, optics and surface camera lim-99

itations.100

The validation of our approach was performed through comparison to methods de-101

scribed in the literature, which we implemented and compared to our results. This com-102

parison was possible through reducing the color space dimension of the results obtained103

by our approach when comparing our results to the results achieved through traditional104

methods for nearly 1630 images.105

In the next paragraphs we will describe the role of luminance in the system, the106

experimental set-up and propose a new set of patterns that could be perceived from im-107

ages acquired through state-of-the-practice equipment. We will base our model on the108

atmospheric optical physics theory (Naylor, 2002), abandoning a simple dichotomized109

approach.110
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3 State of the Art111

A commonly used cloud pattern classification method is value thresholding (VT).112

It is based on pixel values or their combination in order to determine whether a given113

pixel represents a cloud or clear sky area. VT was used by (Souza-Echer et al., 2006) with114

classification criterion based on the saturation (S) dimensions only out of Hue, Satura-115

tion and Lightness (HSL) color space. Hue and Lightness pixel dimensions were discarded,116

restricting the cloud and sky patterns variability on the task at hand (Newell & Simon,117

1971) to only one dimension (1-D. A variation of VT was developed by (Kazantzidis et118

al., 2012) using the difference R−B between red (R) and blue (B) pixel dimensions on119

Red, Green and Blue (RGB) color space to classify pixels into cloud or sky patterns. Only120

the green dimension was discarded and the variability of the cloud/sky patterns were re-121

stricted to two dimensions (2D). If pixel dimensions are reduced to the (R,B) plane, their122

correspondent color range is also reduced to a range varying from black to magenta, in-123

stead of black to white (Gonzalez & Woods, 2007, sec 6.2.1) in the color space. A clas-124

sification method based on linear thresholding (LT) was developed in (H. W. S. J. John-125

son R., 1989.). It used normalized Red (R) and Green (G) pixel dimensions R/B to clas-126

sify pixels into cloud or sky patterns. The limitations of these methods are the same al-127

ready described by 2D usage of color space. But VT and LT are simpler, easily repro-128

ducible and widely used for data comparison between methods.129

More elaborated methods based on machine learning have also been proposed to130

discriminate between cloud and clear sky patterns. An approach employing neural net-131

works (NNs) trained upon training sets obtained from previously classified images con-132

taining RGB values normalized by clear sky models, as described by (Iqbal, 1983), was133

developed in order to classify sky images (S. Mantelli, 2001; S. L. Mantelli et al., 2005).134

The work presented in (Cazorla et al., 2008) also used NNs with optimized parameters135

by means of genetic algorithms (GA) to identify the same two classes, sky and cloud.136

The parameters were obtained from a variance matrix 9x9 of R and average values of137

R and B dimensions only. But NN and GA methods depend heavily on a large set of138

implementation conditions, not easily replicated, unless these parameters (training sets,139

NN configuration, etc.) are supplied in detail by the original authors. NN is a power-140

ful computational resource when correctly modeled, and is can be executed in parallel141

due to the nature of the technique. On the other side, the use of NN as a linear or non-142

linear mapper, could be methodologically misleading due to its black-box working sim-143

ply like a linear regression method. Some authors reported difficulties on the adequate144

parametric representation of the problem caused by the complex structure of NNs145

(Johannet et al., 2007; Qiu & Jensen, 2004; Setiono et al., 2000), while others indicate146

semantic errors during the development of specific applications (Jain et al., 2000; Zhang,147

2007). Improper or restricted modeling of task environment and inadequate size of train-148

ing sets, together with lack of sound mathematical base can lead NN to useless results.149

One problem with dichotomizing is the two class problem solution. Any pixel value ex-150

istent in the observation domain that does not belong to one or either class, is randomly151

misplaced in some of them. (Cazorla et al., 2015) also developed an adaptive method152

to classify sky images. (Yang et al., 2016) used background subtraction together with153

an adaptive thresholding to evaluate current conditions to detect clouds. Parameters for154

the adaptive thresholding were obtained from a set of clear sky reference images. An-155

other problem is that, according to (Reinhard et al., 2005; Mitsunaga & Nayar, 1999)156

sky luminance range spans nearly 5 orders of magnitude, from 101 to 105 cd/m2. If we157

consider that typical cameras are capable of monitoring luminance values of approximately158

2 orders of magnitude, from 0 to 102, it becomes clear that, in order for an adaptive method159

using cameras to span the entire scale of logarithmic luminance in discrete steps (multi-160

exposure approach), approximately s = 105

102 = 103 steps will be necessary.161

The luminance variation in the sky is intense, non-uniform, and dependent on an-162

gular and atmospheric conditions (Perez et al., 1993). All the methods mentioned above163
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present difficulties and even errors (Sabburg & Wong, 1999), leading to a deteriorating164

SOS performance in classifying patterns, especially near the higher intensity regions. The165

authors additionally understand that the reduction of dimensionality produced by 1D166

and 2D color-spaces also aggravates these problems, restricting analysis range and prun-167

ing data variability, preventing a more detailed analysis. Some authors prefer to avoid168

this kind of situation removing higher intensity regions from image analysis by “man-169

ual cropping” (Qingyong et al., 2011, sec. 2.a). Other authors used the same “manually170

cropped” method and extended it to all-sky images (Marquez & Coimbra, 2013), ignor-171

ing that such approach does not configure an all-weather method. In that case, the anal-172

ysis, performed by a dichotomizer, is optimized to work only on a subset of the environ-173

ment captured by all-sky systems. Ceiling all-sky images by cropping higher intensity174

regions removes a significant amount of information from the image analysis process. This175

phenomenon will later be illustrated on figure 1 and these pixels will be defined as per-176

taining to two disctinct color-subspaces: Diffusion of Non-Specific Scattering (DNSS)177

and Diffusion of Rayleigh Scattering (DRAY) patterns (Grossberg & Nayar, 2003). An-178

other aspect described in (Qingyong et al., 2011) is that, when a part of the images used179

for the analysis are taken manually by different operators under distinct camera expo-180

sition adjusts, an adaptive method seems to be appropriate to compensate the variable181

image acquisition exposition adjusted manually.182

Some digital image processing methods like background subtraction (Piccardi, 2004)183

and spatial geometric locus (S. L. Mantelli et al., 2010) were also used to detect clouds.184

Background subtraction is a computer vision technique commonly used on image detec-185

tion of moving objects using a static background. An automated cloud detection method186

based on the green channel or 1D of total-sky visible images (Yang et al., 2015, 2016)187

mentioned a better performance of thin clouds detection. Although the article recognized188

effects of Rayleigh and Mie scattering on image acquisition, no formal treatment is men-189

tioned on regions with saturated pixel values. Spatial geometric locus of patterns on color190

space deals with the full dimensional range of color space and do not use dichotomizing.191

The classification results also show patterns in luminance gradients, but they are also192

restricted by a mapping into three separate classes.193

Other methods assisted by physical models like (Mejia et al., 2016) and (Kurtz et194

al., 2017) employs supervised learning and analysis. Learning process is implemented from195

a Radiative Transfer Model (RTM) and simulated images of various cloud optical depth196

(τc). Authors also considered different solar (Vs) and pixel (Vz) position related to cam-197

era zenith angle (θ0). But although the method pointed out some new and important198

features to be used on image analysis and not used in our work, it still uses only a 2D199

color space based upon Radiance Red Blue Ratio (RRBR), losing information. Another200

important consideration used by the method is the adjust of saturated pixels to 1, mean-201

ing that every saturated pixel is supposed to be a cloud (Mejia et al., 2016, sec. 5.1). Ac-202

cording to our observations, pixels representing clear sky pixels also saturate and drift203

from their original hues at the end of the color scale, also presenting PVS.204

Additional methods, employing multispectral approaches combining infrared cam-205

eras, polarimeters and Longwave (LW) have also been used to support surface cameras206

(Feister et al., 2000; Feister & Shields, 2005; Schade et al., 2008; Kreuter et al., 2009).207

Nevertheless, the image classification methods used employ the same approach of pix-208

elwise value-based segmentation using linear thresholding mentioned previously. These209

methods focus on different discriminating functions but keep the same dichotomizing ap-210

proach.211

However, our experience has demonstrated that false positives, false negatives, non-212

classifiable patterns and more than two simultaneous patterns are always present in the213

task environment, and are not adequately handled by a dichotomizer. Dichotomizers also214

do not allow the definition of uncertainty and errors by parametric analysis nor handle215

multi-category patterns. Another limitation of these approaches is the reduction of di-216
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mensionality, underestimating the resources existent on the task environment causing217

loss of information, performance reduction, and increased error (Jain et al., 2000).218

3.1 The role of sky luminance of images taken from the surface219

The independent variables analyzed by automated systems using cameras are the220

image pixel values in the RGB color space (Gonzalez & Woods, 2002). In a color im-221

age each pixel represents a 3-dimensional data unit of 24 bits/pixel with 8 bits or 255222

digital number values (DN) for every color dimension, representing a total of 2563 dif-223

ferent colors. However, only 256 and 2562 colors are available from respectively224

1-dimensional and 2-dimensional counterpart classification methods. We understand that225

a higher-dimensional pixel representation, preserving acquired data, can better describe226

the variability of these data and improve the quality of pattern classification in the color227

space. The luminance axis of DN values, for example, scale relatively to the main di-228

agonal of color space. Luminance is limited to a range of
√

2562 + 2562 + 2562 = 443.40229

for the RGB cube in color images with 8 bits per channel (S. L. Mantelli Neto, 2010).230

For a 2-dimensional model employing typical 8 bit per channel color codification, on the231

other side, only a projection of the RB diagonal
√

2562 + 2562 = 362.03 is available.232

An increase of pixel resolution using a finer camera will improve the image quality, but233

will not affect the luminance scale of the system due to the limited span of the color do-234

main. This restriction is valid for any image resolution. Algorithms that could be used235

to determine cloud height and type would also have its performance downgraded by di-236

mensional reduction.237

Cameras and displays are not able to sense and reproduce the luminance scale ex-238

istent on natural scenes (Tsin et al., 2001; Koslof, 2006; Inanici & Navvab, 2006), reduc-239

ing the overall amount of useful data. That restriction causes pixel value saturation (PVS)240

1, pattern distribution distortions and difficulties when applying digital image process-241

ing algorithms, ML methods (i.e. neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms and242

so on) or statistical analysis. These restrictions also apply to file structures registering243

the information representing the images; i.e. JPG, PNG, BMP. Table 1 illustrates some244

light conditions existent in natural scenes that could be perceived by the human eye.245

Table 1. Levels of luminance found in some external environment. Source: (Reinhard et al.,

2005, chap. 1 tab. 1.1).

Condition luminance cd/m2

Starlight 10−3

Moonlight 10−1

Internal Illumination 102

Sunlight 105

Maximum intensity of CRT monitors 102

The table shows that natural scenes span luminances up to eight orders of mag-246

nitude, ranging from nearly 10−3 to 105 cd/m2. Images obtained by SOS camera equip-247

ment will operate on a 102 cd/m2 scale, causing saturation and pattern distortions. An248

example of this fact is illustrated on figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 illustrates a considerable249

amount of saturated pixel values and their regions on RGB and HSL color spaces for a250

1 It is important to notice the difference between HSL color saturation (S), from of pixel value satura-

tion (PVS) The former, is the name of the color space dimension. The latter is a distortion caused by a

pattern that spans above the end of color scale.
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blue sky pattern. Figure 2 show the saturation points indicated by saturation of blue251

SB, saturation of green SG and total saturation ST labels. It is important to notice that252

on the saturated region SAT, is not possible to discriminate between a cloud, a saturated253

cloud a saturated blue sky pixel, because they have the same end of scale value. The present254

technologies are slowly overcoming these limitations with high contrast monitors, new255

file formats and High Dynamic Range Imaging (HDRI) (Inanici & Navvab, 2006; Rein-256

hard et al., 2005; Debevec & Malik, 1997; Moeck & Anaokar, 2006). However, they are257

not presently available at everyday meteorologic and photo-voltaic settings and their us-258

age is left as a suggestion for future research work. Currently, the state-of-the-practice259

is limited to adapt a logarithmic luminance task environment to a linear camera sensor.260

As a consequence patterns are distorted or trimmed on high-intensity regions.261

(a) HSL

(d) HSL

(b) Original image

(e) Saturated pixels

(c ) RGB

(f) RGB

Figure 1. All sky images taken on Jan 1st 2005 at 19:45 GMT illustrating saturation prob-

lems on image. On first row, the original image and its respective pixel distribution on HSL and

RGB color spaces. On the second row only saturated pixels are illustrated on image and their re-

spective pixel distributions on HSL and RGB color spaces. Equipment self image, shading band,

camera support, surrounding obstructions and non saturated pixels data were masked to black.

4 Material and methods262

In this section we will describe our experimental set up, our dataset and data ac-263

quisition parameters and the methodology we followed in order to develop our approach.264
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4.1 Experimental set up265

Our experiment was deployed at the Brazilian Space Research Institute (INPE) South-266

ern Observatory station (SMS) (http://sonda.ccst.inpe.br/basedados/saomartinho.html)267

located in São Martinho da Serra City, Rio Grande do Sul State, Brazil LAT.: 29◦ 26′268

34” S (−29, 4428◦), LONG.: 53◦ 49′ 23” W (−53, 8231◦), ALT.: 489m. The sky imager269

site is also co-located with a solar sun photometer (AERONET) ,270

(http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/) , a BSRN-compatible station (http://www.bsrn.awi.de/),271

a Brewer Spectrophotometer, UV sensors, etc. A detailed description of the environment272

and the data can be found in (S. L. Mantelli Neto et al., 2014). The dataset is freely avail-273

able at (S. Mantelli Neto & von Wangenheim, 2019).274

The equipment used to obtain the images was a TSI-440A manufactured by YAN-275

KEE Environmental (http://www.yesinc.com). It belongs to the SONDA project276

(http://sonda.ccst.inpe.br/index.html). TSI acquires an image obtained from a reflec-277

tor with an observation angle of 160◦. The resident software system allows images to be278

obtained automatically at selected intervals, only when the Sun above 5◦ of elevation.279

The resident program was changed in order to obtain images at lower elevation angles280

too. Image resolution of TSI is 352x288 or 101376 pixels per image. Nearly 50 % of the281

image pixels generated by the sky imager was not useful because they record horizon ob-282

structions (poles, buildings, etc.), equipment self-image and a mirror shading band. A283

total of 1630 images were analyzed, starting January 2005. Images were acquired in JPG284

file format during daylight every 15 minutes at Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).285

We made the whole dataset we acquired for this work publicly available at our site.286

The dataset includes sky imager data and image masks and is available at287

(http://www.lapix.ufsc.br/sky-monitoring-surface-cameras). The dataset is composed288

of two .zip files: Images and Masks.289

4.2 Parametrization of task environment290

Atmospheric patterns have their volumetric distributions on color space distorted291

due to saturation of camera scale. Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of most common292

sky patterns on two different color spaces HSL and RGB. Arrows are labeled and used293

to indicate similar regions on image and both color spaces. Figure 2 (a) illustrates a typ-294

ical blue sky, or Rayleigh Scattering Pattern (Lillesand & Kiefer, 1994, sec. 1.3), (Naylor,295

2002, sec. 1.2) indicated on the figure as RAYL. RAYL was parametrized by a Bayesian296

method using supervised learning guided by exploratory data analysis (EDA) and mul-297

tivariate statistical analysis (MSA). Three clear sky images sampled from different days,298

showing different luminance conditions were used as a reference sample (S. L. Mantelli Neto299

et al., 2014, sec. 2.6.6). Non-sky pixels representing equipment self-image, shading band,300

poles, building obstructions and surrounding horizon also indicated on figure 2, were con-301

sidered outliers and manually removed by masking.302

We defined the RAYL pattern was as a ground truth (GT) by an average, a co-303

variance and an error matrices indicated on equation 1.304

RAYL =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
88.65
128.48
191.90

∣∣∣∣∣∣ +

∣∣∣∣∣∣
147.90 190.11 235.32
190.11 275.95 342.42
235.32 342.42 456.11

∣∣∣∣∣∣ +

∣∣∣∣∣∣
0.035
0.049
0.062

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1)

After parameterization of RAYL GT patterns, unknown pixels could be classified305

using the linear Mahalanobis distance (MD) (Mahalanobis, 1936), also known as statis-306

tical distance (A. R. Johnson & Wichern, 2007). MD has F-distribution and could be307

calculated according to the equation 2 recommended by Mahalanobis308

D2 = n(x− µ)T · Σ−1 · (x− µ) (2)
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Figure 2. Sample images showing RGB and HSL pattern loci. A clear sky on (a), a cloudy

sky on (b), a partly cloudy sky yellow colors on (c) and a partly cloudy sky red colors on (d).
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where, D2: is the pixel squared MD from the GT pattern being classified, x (r,g,b):309

is the pixel vector to be classified, represented by its color dimensions, µ: is the average310

GT vector, T: is the transpose matrix operation, −1: is the inversion matrix operation,311

n: is the number of pixels used to determine the GT, Σ: is the GT covariance matrix.312

The Mahalanobis distance, when used to generate a customized color-space, is based upon313

a space generated from the covariance matrix of a set of reference pixel-values that rep-314

resent typical values for a given phenomenon. It has been employed successfully in the315

past by the authors in several different environments (Sobieranski et al., 2009) (Sobieranski316

et al., 2011) (de Carvalho et al., n.d.).317

We established a discrimination threshold based on pixel values using F-scores on318

the same way as the traditional hypothesis testing. Statistical tables are easily found on319

related literature according to degrees of freedom on the formula suggested by (A. R. John-320

son & Wichern, 2007, chap. 5) and illustrated in the equation 3;321

D2 ≤ (n− 1)p

(n− p)
Fp,n−p,(α) (3)

where, p: is the degrees of freedom corresponds to the number of color space di-322

mensions (p = 3), n-p: is the degree of freedom of the GT sampled population. If (n−323

p) ≥ 120 the statistics tables consider the degree of freedom to be infinite (∞), α =324

0, 05: is the level of confidence established for the evaluation test, Fp,n−p,(α): is the dis-325

crimination threshold from GT. This value is obtained from an percentage point from326

a F-distribution table. F3,∞,(0,1) = 3, 78 ; F3,∞,(0,05) = 2, 61 ; F3,∞,(0,01) = 2, 08 .327

For practical reasons and large population cases, the distance and threshold val-328

ues needed to be adjusted according to the application otherwise this criteria could dis-329

card many pixels. The threshold values were tuned up to D2
RAY L = 22.68.330

Figure 2 (a) shows a discontinuity point SB caused by the saturation of the blue331

dimension and a second discontinuity point SG caused by the saturation of the green332

dimension on the RAYL pattern. In this case the multivariate model is not valid for that333

region, due to a discontinuity. Mathematically the saturated portion of RAYL could334

be defined as a function in a different interval. This situation is also indicated on figure335

2 (a) as Diffusion of Rayleigh Scattering pattern or simply DRAY. A different criterion336

is necessary to classify DRAY because its occurrence locus is along the end of the scale337

planes. Most classification methods existent in literature have difficulties to classify DRAY338

and ignore or remove it.339

A possible physical meaning of this specific saturation is the forward scattering caused340

by aerosols or water vapor, with a higher optical density near the solar disk or at low341

solar elevation angles (near the surface horizon) (Long et al., 2009), as illustrated in fig-342

ures 4(a)-4(d). Although the pattern transitions on camera image from RAYL to DRAY343

seems to be ”smooth“ due to pattern whitening; in the color space this transition is ”abrupt“.344

We believe that this discontinuity in the color space imposes a certain difficulty on clas-345

sification methods that erroneously consider a continuous distribution as given in the anal-346

ysis. Some approaches prefer to discard DRAY pixel data from its analysis (Qingyong347

et al., 2011). DRAY, however, still means mostly clear sky and represents a significant348

amount of image pixels that need to be classified. Pixels in the last region in the figure349

are near their full saturation value, indicated in the figure as SAT. For clarity, the SAT350

point on first column of figure 2 (a) is coincident to the center of HSL top circle. Clas-351

sification of DRAY and SAT is made by separating saturated blue dimension of pixel352

values obtained after determination of the Euclidean Geometric Distance (EGD) locus353

(S. L. Mantelli Neto et al., 2014, sec. 2.6.2), according to described by the equation 4.354

EGD is used because it considers the geometric location of pixels.355
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DRAY = [(B ≥ 255) AND (EGD ≥ 52.5)] (4)

A typical distribution of patterns could also be noticed on a partially covered sky356

as illustrated on figure 2 (b). White clouds or Non-Selective Scattering pattern NSS357

(Lillesand & Kiefer, 1994, sec. 1.3) also have a typical distribution in the color space.358

Heavy gray clouds occur continuously in white cloud patterns inside the color space due359

to cloud thickening, but with smaller values of luminance (S. L. Mantelli et al., 2010).360

The same multivariate Bayesian method and criteria were used to parameterize NSS361

(S. L. Mantelli Neto et al., 2014, sec. 2.6.5). A GT pattern was defined as a ground truth362

(GT) by the average, covariance and an error matrices indicated on equation 5.363

NSS =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
141.61
160.07
174.01

∣∣∣∣∣∣ +

∣∣∣∣∣∣
889.144 944.645 1039.041
944.645 1092.758 1214.737
1039.041 1214.737 1390.940

∣∣∣∣∣∣ +

∣∣∣∣∣∣
0.076
0.085
0.096

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (5)

The pattern tune-up for classification of NSS using the Mahalanobis distance, in-364

dicated an statistical threshold value of D2
NSS = 29.1.365

A discontinuity region was also observed in the distribution of NSS and is indi-366

cated as ST on figure 2 (b). This saturation was observed on several images and is de-367

noted in the present work as Diffusion of Non-Selective Scattering pattern DNSS. Clas-368

sification of DNSS occurrences is performed by separating the B blue dimension sat-369

urated pixel values obtained after determination of the Euclidean Geometric Distance370

(EGD) locus (S. L. Mantelli Neto et al., 2014, sec. 2.6.1), according to described by logic371

and arithmetic equation 6.372

DNSS = (B ≥ 255) AND (EGD ≤ 52.5) (6)

Additionally, extended observation intervals during daylight using the sky imager373

has shown the presence of new patterns, not previously reported by any reviewed method.374

Although they were obviously present, as illustrated in figures 2 (c) and 2 (d). By sun-375

set and sunrise, two color patterns in yellow and red could be noticed on sky scenes some-376

times simultaneously to white and gray clouds. Those patterns occur when the hues of377

Sunlight after sunset (or before sunrise) is reflected by clouds (Naylor, 2002, sec. 4.3),378

(Richards, 1995). Those two patterns occurs at different locus in color space, meaning379

clouds and were defined as distinct ones.380

A yellow pattern is noticed when the sun is a bit higher above horizon indicating381

a Selective Scattering Pattern in Yellow (Naylor, 2002, sec. 1.2), in the present research382

denoted as SEPY (S. L. Mantelli Neto et al., 2014, sec. 2.6.3). The figure 2 (c) illus-383

trates locus occurrences of SEPY patterns in the HSL and RGB linear color spaces.384

For the definition of SEPY patterns, a typical image was selected possessing a clear385

evidence of its presence, as illustrated in figure 2 (c). All the other patterns were cleared386

out by masking them from the image, and only SEPY was left (S. L. Mantelli Neto et387

al., 2014, sec.2.6.3). After the analysis of pattern occurrence, it was noticed that the best388

way to classify SEPY was by pixel hue value H interval discrimination of the HSL color389

space. Typical values were extracted and refined from image samples and defined by the390

logic and arithmetic equation 7.391

SEPY = {∀H ∈ [0, 1] | (H > 0.0833) AND (H <= 0.1667)} (7)

Red pattern is noticed when the sun is a bit lower when compared to yellow, in-392

dicating a Selective Scattering Pattern in Red, in the present research indicated as SEPR.393
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The figure 2 (d) illustrates a locus occurrence of SEPR pattern in the HSL and RGB394

linear color spaces. Saturation was also noticed in the SEPY and SEPR pixel values.395

However, the discriminating method used based on Hue angle, allowed a precise sepa-396

ration even in the presence of saturated values. Hue angle discrimination was not used397

to separate RAYL and NSS patterns, because they occur in coincident hue angles and398

are very difficult to discriminate.399

For the definition of the SEPR pattern, a typical image possessing a clear evidence400

of its presence was also selected. All other patterns were cleared out by masking and only401

SEPR was left (S. L. Mantelli Neto et al., 2014, sec. 2.6.4). After analyzing the image402

and the pattern occurrence, we noticed that the best way to classify SEPR was by hue403

H pixel value discrimination of the HSL color space. The SEPR locus is very distinct404

from the other patterns and can be easily discriminated employing this method. Typ-405

ical values were extracted and refined from image samples and defined by the logic and406

arithmetic equation 8.407

SEPR = {∀H ∈ [0, 1] | (H <= 0.0833)} (8)

We chose a hierarchic order to be used in the classification of individual pixels, with408

a stepwise masking-out of the already classified pixels, in order to analyze saturated re-409

gions with higher pixel values prior to non-saturated ones. Otherwise, the algorithm will410

not properly classify the patterns. Table 2 describes the resume of the principal crite-411

ria used for classification in the present work. After the definition of the criteria used412

for pattern classification, they were implemented using a software prototype to gener-413

ate the results. Figure 3 illustrates the stepwise hierarchical application of the proposed414

color-metric.415

Table 2. Principal classification criteria proposed in the present research; h is the hierarchical

order, the Pattern attributed and the meaning.

h Criterion of classification Pattern Meaning

1 {∀R,G,B ∈ [0, 255] | ((B ≥ 255) AND (EGD ≤ 52, 5))} DNSS cover

2 {∀R,G,B ∈ [0, 255] | ((B ≥ 255) AND (EGD ≥ 52, 5))} DRAY clear

3 {∀H ∈ [0, 1] | (H > 0.0833) AND (H <= 0.1667)} SEPY cover

4 {∀H ∈ [0, 1] | (H <= 0.0833)} SEPR cover

5 D2
NSS ≤ Fp,n−p,(α) = 29, 01 NSS cover

6 D2
RAY ≤ Fp,n−p,(α) = 22, 68 RAY clear

7 Non classifiable on above cases NC undetermined

5 Results416

Current method was applied on 1630 surface images. The detailed method devel-417

oped with parameters, results and comparison with related literature on nearly 7000 im-418

ages, figures, tables, and charts are too massive to be included in the present document.419

They are made available as a 511 page technical report (S. L. Mantelli Neto et al., 2014).420

The representative set of images on figure 4 shows original and analyzed images of mixed,421

clear, cloudy conditions illustrating the proposed classification patterns. Figure 5 indi-422

cates the segmentation color codes used on next figures.423

Figures 4(a)-4(d) highlight the significant amount of saturated pixels classified as424

DRAY in light blue. Some methods found on related literature have more difficulty to425

classify higher intensity pixels specially when the sun is at lower solar elevation angles426
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Figure 3. Hierarchical step-wise application of our color similarity metric. The classes cover,

clear and undetermined are additive.

(a) 0501292000 (b) class. w. MahaSky (d) class. w. MahaSky (f) class. w. MahaSky

(h) class. w. MahaSky (j) class. w. MahaSky (l) class. w. MahaSky

(n) class. w. MahaSky

(c ) 0501061100 (e) 0501071545

(g) 0501041500 (i) 0501032130 (k) 0501020900

(m) 0501040845 

Figure 4. Original images and analysis results for various sky, ranging from clear through

covered and presenting lower solar elevation.
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Figure 5. Detail of the results for two different images showing the color-code also employed

in figure 4, 7 and 8.

or longer slant optical path. Additional evidence of this fact could be observed when we427

plot all occurrences of DRAY or saturated pixels obtained from all analyzed images as428

described on figure 6. The occurrence of other patterns like DNSS, SEPY, SEPR also429

increased with longer slant optical path, although in small proportions. Figures 4(e)-4(f)430

illustrates a (RAYL) in darker blue on a clear sky at higher solar elevations where in gen-431

eral, the classification methods perform without difficulty. Figures 4(g)-4(j) illustrates432

a covered sky where could be noticed saturated pixels or DNSS pattern in light gray.433

Figures 4(k)-4(l) illustrates SEPY pattern and Figures 4(m)-4(n) illustrates SEPR pat-434

tern respectively in yellow and red colors. It is important to notice that SEPY and SEPR435

are not possible to be determined by 2-D classification approaches, because the green436

dimension is not considered. Finally, the NC pattern in green occurs mostly at the tran-437

sition between RAYL and NSS where thresholding could be improved by refining. Few438

methods deal with NC patterns that could reach up to 60% at very low solar elevations439

with extremely dim light conditions. This NC amount could explain two effects: (i) the440

reason there is a small bias among different methods and (ii) why some classification meth-441

ods avoid analyze images at low solar elevations (< 5◦) under little light conditions. A442

full month of all sky image analysis where all the above-mentioned situations were clas-443

sified could be observed in figure 7. This kind of data could be latter on used on the as-444

sessments, comparisons and validation of solar energy reaching the surface.445

Figure 8 shows the detailed analysis of a mixed cloud condition day with occur-446

rence of all proposed patterns and compares the results with a dicotomizer method.447

5.1 Validation448

Some aspects have to be considered concerning the methods to be compared for449

this validation, since they have to be subject to the same sources of variability450

(Montgomery, 2005, ch. 1). Although the present method was implemented in the451

3-dimensional domain, it is being compared with a 2-dimensional domain method. We452

employed a look-up table method, using the clear/cover classification obtained from ta-453

ble 2 to convert the results to binary all-sky dichotomizer approach for the sake of our454

comparison. It is important to notice that there is no correspondence of NC pattern on455

dichotomizer. This will cause small aleatory difference on results.456
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Figure 6. Percentage of DRAY daily occurrences for January 2005.

After conversion, the proposed method (MahaSky) was statistically paired com-457

pared to Long (Long et al., 2006) and EGD (S. L. Mantelli Neto et al., 2014) methods,458

and their differences are illustrated on figure 9.459
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(b) Maha method

(a) Long Method

Figure 8. One day data comparison between a dichotomizer and Maha methods for January

14th 2005.
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(a) Long and EGD Methods (b) Long and Maha Methods

(c ) EGD and Maha Methods

Figure 9. Paired comparison of differences in cloud coverage estimation among methods for

January 2005.
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The paired differences on 1630 images among the proposed downgraded method460

and two other ones existent on literature, were checked by hypothesis testing. Analy-461

sis indicated that z-scores differences existent were bellow the critical values, indicating462

that methods are similar, and aleatory factors caused the differences. Differences could463

also be due to the establishment of a different task domain dimension used during anal-464

ysis. Another difference noticed was the different training data set used to define the pa-465

rameters, which are subject to distinct meteorological and atmospheric conditions. The466

NC pattern not used on (Long et al., 2006) method could introduce a bias because it467

does not consider the NC class on pixel for analysis.468

6 Conclusions469

Current methods presented in the literature, allied to camera restrictions, limit the470

overall performance and, consequently, the quality of the results in monitoring the sky471

for cloud coverage estimation. This indicates that the more features are available for cloud472

classification, the better will be the conditions to classify cloud types, species, and va-473

rieties.474

Additionally, we presented a new methodology for classification of sky patterns us-475

ing surface cameras. A key feature of the method is that it does not focus only on the476

development of a new pixel classification algorithm but considers several aspects of Syn-477

optic Observation Systems (SOS) as a whole. Common practices used by related works478

during classification, like dichotomizers and reduction of dimensionality were not employed479

in this work. Dichotomizer methods were not used for two reasons. Dichotomizer does480

not handle properly false positives and negatives because they are assigned to either one481

or other pattern. The dichotomizer does not handle multi-category patterns, necessary482

for the implementation of the proposed method. Reduction of dimensionality causes loss483

of information to be classified.484

3-dimensional analysis on RGB and HSL color spaces allowed the proposed method485

to obtain more information from sky data. One example is the better usage of the lu-486

minance diagonal on the whole RGB color space, which spans the interval [0,442], against487

[0,361] for 2-D and [0,255] for 1-D counterparts . Exploratory Data analysis indicated488

that patterns, existent on logarithmic luminance scale domain are distorted due to sig-489

nal saturation by linear systems used to monitor and store data. Until the present tech-490

nology does not develop systems that match the human perceived luminance scale, ad-491

ditional patterns were presented in a more appropriate approach, according to atmospheric492

physics by considering them discontinued functions intervals as follows. Rayleigh scat-493

tering in blue (RAYL), non-specific scattering indicated by clouds (NSS), selective scat-494

tering in red (SEPR) and yellow (SEPY) colors, saturation of Rayleigh scattering caused495

by forward scattering (DRAYL) and saturation of non-specific scattering indicated by496

clouds (DNSS). New proposed patterns allowed an appropriate analysis of the images497

bellow 5◦ of solar elevation, allowing the extension of the daylight observation period.498

The image dataset employed in this work is freely available at (S. Mantelli Neto & von499

Wangenheim, 2019).500

6.1 Limitations and Future Work501

It is possible that the model may require some adjustment to take into account sea-502

sonal or local variability. A better classification could be achieved if the full pattern dis-503

tribution was not trimmed by saturation and distortions were not limited by linear sen-504

sor response. A combination of techniques to detect different features could also be used505

to produce a more meaningful result.506

Another limitation of this approach is that it, as do all the other models we inves-507

tigated, does not take into consideration spatial context information of the pixels in the508
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image. It is a method that operates exclusively in the domain of pixel values, classify-509

ing each pixel independently and without taking into consideration any information that510

could be gained from its surroundings. Observing figures 4 and 5 it is possible to observe511

that NC patterns sometimes appear in boundaries between regions, as in fig.4(d) and512

(h), where NC forms boundaries between DRAY and RAY L and between NSS and513

RAY L regions respectively, and sometimes NC patterns appear exclusively inside other514

patterns, as in fig.4(l), where the NC pattern is contained inside a SEPY region. One515

could postulate that, when NC patterns occur inside homogeneous regions or in bound-516

aries between regions that have the same meaning, as in DRAY and RAY L in fig.4(d),517

they can be computed to the total area of that specific meaning. These issues are left518

as suggestions for future investigation and implementation.519
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